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Murray‐Darling Basin Commission project (2001)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hugh Middlemis (principal author)
Noel Merrick (model review principal author)
Peer reviews: Kathryn Rozlapa (Aquaterra) & John Ross (PPK)
Best practice flow modelling guideline
Not solute transport, not unsaturated zone
Scoping, model development and review
Substantial community involvement
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Need for Guidelines (late 1990s)
• models are acknowledged as an integral part of the water
resource management process, but…
• there was (is?) a perception that models are oversold
• lack of consistency in approaches, communication and
understanding among/between modellers/end‐users
• resulted in decision‐making uncertainty, unfulfilled expectations
• after some bad experiences, CMAs approached the MDBC for
guidance in using models for projects funded by MDBC
• this highlighted the need to educate the community and
professionals, with guidance on:
– model study scoping and management
– technical standards and modelling best practice
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Structured Approach is
Standard
• Literature review ‐ most guides are intended
for specialists (notably ASTM, UK template
and standard text books)
• Annotated bibliography in appendix
• Overall modelling methodology & structured
approach is standard/universal
• Guideline methodology consistent with the
way we work (i.e. not an “ideal”, but an
actual‐achievable)
• Adapted to include substantial community
involvement in overall process for MDBC
(involved a compromise)
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2001 Guide Innovations (& critical elements)
• Model scoping/complexity
– Complexity and Quick‐Cheap‐Good paradox
– 2012 guide improved on 2001 foundation
• Review methodology
– remains unique on the international scene
– controversy around including Review in 2012 guide
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Best Practice Steps #1
• Clearly state, at the outset in the scoping phase, the model
study objectives and model complexity required
• Complexity ‐ degree to which model resembles physical
hydrogeological system – conceptual model is vital
• Adopt appropriate level of complexity
– high enough to meet the objective, but
– low enough for conservatism where needed
– principle of parsimony (Ockham’s Razor c.14th Century):
– Entia non sunt multiplicanda sine necessitate
(translation: keep it simple)
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Best Practice Steps #2
• Model development in 3 main stages with review/feedback
– Conceptualisation (commonly 30%, can be up to 60%)
– Calibration (usually around 50%)
– Prediction (usually around 20%)
• check points for reporting/review each stage
• Address Non‐Uniqueness by:
– using measured hydraulic properties (pumping test values)
– using measured flows (ie. metered pumping rates at least)
– calibrating to data sets from multiple distinct hydrologic
conditions (average/seasonal; wet/dry long term)
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Best Practice Steps #3
• Assess uncertainty through verification process, and also
use sensitivity or uncertainty analysis of calibration and
prediction runs (2012 guide much better on uncertainty)
• Document model comprehensively, and archive
• Peer review at stages (internal & external) to a level of
detail appropriate for the model study scope and objectives
• Maintain effective communication
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Model Calibration Performance (not prescriptive)
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Conceptual Model
• Conceptual model is vital
• simplified representation of key features of
physical system & hydrological behaviour,
with objective water balance volumes &
parameters
• conceptual models are continuously refined
(improved data, understanding, technology)
• assumptions & simplifications documented
• design as simple as possible (parsimony)
• must not be too constrained by bdy cond’ns
• must not be configured to artificially
produce a restricted range of prediction
outcomes

Shepley et al (2012)
Middlemis (2004)
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Scoping ‐ the Quick‐Cheap‐Good Paradox
• model outcome has one or two but not three of the quick‐
cheap‐good attributes; hence need for scoping up‐front
• model can be developed quickly and cheaply, and may be
adequate for the stated purpose
• but may be not good enough for all purposes (review fitness)
• could be designed for a stated purpose, and yet be suitable
for other purposes, provided it is reviewed carefully
• a “good” model implies some complexity and capability to be
applied to a range of scenarios; thus it will need substantial
resources of time, data and budget
• a “good” model will not be devised quickly and it will not be
cheap to develop and maintain
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Scoping and Roles
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Model Review (1/2)
• Aim: to check that the model meets the stated objectives
• provides modeller with a specification against which the
model will be evaluated as fit for purpose
• hence need for up‐front scoping to be specific about purpose
• lower model complexity means less detailed review required
• can be done in‐house, or independent (3rd party)
• client & contractor agree who bears costs for reviews
• low complexity appraisal OK by trained, independent person
• moderate‐high complexity review & audit requires a
specialist modeller and a hydrogeologist (unless split personality or in Tasmania)
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Model Review (2/2)
• review process must acknowledge the non‐prescriptive and
creative aspects of best practice modelling; why?
• best practice cannot be decomposed into a set of rigid rules
• review must be undertaken in relation to the stated study
objectives & model complexity (not the reviewer’s agenda)
• thus… need proper model scoping study at the start, and
discussion and agreement on the level of model complexity
• key finding from Australian experience of reviews: reviews
can be perceived as quite negative, esp. by non‐specialists,
even when the model is found to be fit for purpose
• take care with review report, otherwise an unbalanced view
can become a "take home" message
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2001 Model Guidelines Summary
organised collection of a series of options
not a recommended rigid course of action
not intended to limit creativity required
use with experienced professional judgment
use simple or advanced appropriate method
all aspects of the guide would not necessarily be applicable
to every study
• fundamental need for Review; tried‐tested‐accepted method
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Conclusion
• Middlemis et al (2001) acknowledged as excellent guideline:
– UK Environment Agency (Modelling Guidance Notes W213, 2002)
– European Union (HarmoniQua)
– FEM‐Modflow conference (2004, Czech Republic); keynote & panel
session: some rejected need for guidance; overall acceptance
– Churchill Fellowship 2004 (includes FEM 2004 keynote paper)
www.churchilltrust.com.au/fellows/detail/2842/hugh+middlemis

• 2001 = good foundation for 2012 (but needed updating)
• Forum future – model on the collegiate approach in UK?
– UK Groundwater Forum: www.groundwateruk.org
– UK Geological Society book on case studies: Shepley et al (2012)
www.geolsoc.org.uk/en/Publications/Bookshop/Search/SP364
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